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Trackunit Go solves some of the most
common pain points in the construction
industry. It spotlights machines in need
of immediate care allowing technicians
to stay one step ahead of potential
breakdowns.
Through constant, close machine
monitoring and smart notifications on
maintenance, inspections, and damages,
Trackunit Go helps keep your fleet up and
running at top speed.

Your Machine’s
Story

Follow, and Get
Notified

Events, Live View and History

Watch over specific machines

Every event, such as CAN fault codes, pre-checks,
damage reports, and even overrun services
are listed in terms of importance so the service
technician knows the exact source of a breakdown.

A control center for each machine right in the
palm of your hand. Explore details and view
recommendations to solve problems. Follow any
machine for everything you need to know and a
way to get things done.

All machine events for each machine are logged
allowing you to easily go back in time and recount
the machine’s history. The graphical overview shows
every past issue and action.

All kinds of incidents trigger a notification allowing
you to get a jump start on fixing the problem.
Simply chat with the machine operator, service
technician and site manager and get started.

Instant Overview
of Potential Risks
Keep an eye on your machine health
Powerful sensors watch everything you can’t see to
detect potential machine breakdowns.
Machines in need of attention are ranked in terms
of severity to help technicians know what to focus
on first. This way, you can pro-actively prevent
breakdowns and avoid unforeseen costs.

Did you know...

The Damage Reporting tool
in Trackunit Go enables
technicians to quickly log
machine damages or issues.

